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Components
Spaccio
2

Santuario
7

Guardiola
1

1 game
board

4 village sheet
1 for each player

Mago

Soldato

Mercante

saCRiFiCio

Festival

1

11

27

6

1

27 mercenary cards,
9 each of
trader, soldier and wizard

12 coloured dice
3 for each player

20 double-sided standard
building cards
5 for each player
Corsa al Mithral

+
Hotel
3

20 double-sided special
building cards
5 for each player
Grande MaGia

1

1

10 double-sided
mission cards

10 action
cards

9 spell
cards

4 neutral
dice

24 gnome tokens
, 6 for each
player, one of them used as point
marker

4 magic tokens
1 for each player

40 resource tokens:
16 yellow coins
12 blue mana
1 first player token

,
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12 red weapons

This rulebook
must organise his own gnomes in order for the village to prosper
and prevail over other clans.

Setting
In Gnomeland the gnome clans compete in order to obtain
prosperity and glory. However, gnomes are bungling and
unpredictable; today they would like to be traders, tomorrow they
would like to become wizards or soldiers. No one knows if the day
after tomorrow they will change their minds. A good clan leader

Goal of the game
The players must achieve the highest number of victory points at
the end of 5 game rounds. Victory points are scored by constructing
buildings and completing missions.
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Setup

first two mission cards and place them with the
side facing up
onto the two
designated spaces of the mission area.

Set up the game board in the centre of the play area.

Shuffle the action card deck and then place it beside the Tavern.
Draw the first two cards and place them onto the corresponding
spaces of the action area.

Shuffle the mission card deck and then place it beside the game
board near the mission area with the
side facing up. Draw the

Tavern

Wizard’s Tower

Missions
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The Village Sheet

Shuffle the spell deck and then place it facedown beside the
Wizard’s Tower. Draw the first spell card and place it faceup onto
the corresponding space of the Wizard’s Tower.

Each village sheet is made up of 6 spaces. The lower three spaces
denote standard buildings
, while the upper three spaces denote
special buildings
.

Separate the mercenary cards
into three decks by type
(traders, soldiers and wizards). Then, place the three decks faceup
onto the corresponding spaces beside the game board.

Each standard building, marked by the
, can be triggered by
more than one result (1-2, 3-4, 5-6), as shown under the building.
During the game, players can match dice results with these standard
buildings in order to obtain resources.

N.B. In a 2-player game, only 5 mercenary cards are used per
type, while in a 3-player game, 7 mercenary cards are used per
type (any mercenary cards not used should be placed in the box).
In a 4-player game all available mercenary cards are used.
Each player chooses a colour and takes the matching player set (1
village sheet, 10 double-sided building cards, 3 dice, 6 gnome tokens,
and 1 magic token). Then, each player places their village sheet front
of them, places their 3 dice beside their village sheet, keeps their
building cards close to them and places 5 gnome tokens
onto
the Gnomes’ House building of their village sheet.

Special Buildings

Normal Buildings

Each player places their remaining gnome token onto the space 0
of the score track.
Divide the resource tokens by type (coins, mana and weapons)
and place them onto the play area within everyone’s reach.
Each player rolls their three dice. The player with the highest score
starts as first player (re-roll in case of a tie) and takes the first player
token. Then, play proceeds clockwise, starting with the player seated
to the left of the first player.

At the beginning of every game, players start with the three initial
standard buildings that are already printed on the village sheet
(when a player triggers one of the two Kiosks they receive one coin

Golden Rule: In Gnomeland, dice are “circular”. This means that
when a special effect makes it possible to increase a die result of 5
by 2, the final result is 1. Similarly, reducing a die result of 2 by 3,
would give a final result of 5.

, while it is possible to get one weapon
Watch Tower).

by activating the

Similarly, players can see special buildings, marked by the
. Special buildings are always active and do not need to be matched
with dice to give benefits. However these effects can be used only
once per round.

The Game
One game lasts 5 rounds. During each round, players roll dice
in order to obtain resources and use them to hire mercenaries,
construct buildings or upgrade the ones they already have and
complete missions. In addition to this, during their turn, a player
can spend one of their gnome tokens, to perform special actions.
Players can also spend one gnome token during another players’
turn, in order to copy one action and gain extra resources.

At the beginning of every game, players start with the three initial
special buildings that have been already printed on the upper part
of village sheets (each of the two Warehouses can be used to store
one resource until the next round, while the Gnomes’ House hosts
gnome tokens). Like the standard buildings, the initial special
buildings can be substituted with special building cards.
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Player Actions

When a player places a new building card onto their village sheet,
the new building covers the old one. This means that the covered
building loses all of its power or effects that are no longer available.
Furthermore, every token, such as gnome tokens or resource
tokens, that is located on substituted buildings must be discarded.

During their turn a player can perform as many actions as they
wish. Once they no longer wish to, or cannot make any other action,
their turn ends and the next player’s turn begins.
A list of all possible actions follows:

Game Round

•

Players simultaneously roll their dice (the initial 3 plus any extra dice
they might get during the game). Then, each player places their dice
close to their village sheet, where everybody can see the dice results.
The first player performs all of their actions. Then, the round
passes to the player on their left. They can now start their round and
perform all of their actions.
The round continues clockwise until the last player finishes
their actions.

A Player’s Turn

Hiring mercenaries: It is possible to hire mercenary cards
by paying the cost that is shown on the upper side of the
card. Once bought, mercenary cards are kept beside the village
sheet and can be played at any time, even during another
player’s turn. When they are played, these cards instantly
provide the resource they are matched with. Once played,
mercenary cards are put back in their deck. If at any time
there are no mercenary cards available of one of the 3 types,
it will not be possible to buy them, as long as these cards are
not used by the other players, thus returning to the side of the
game board.

Note: Mercenary cards
may be specifically required by
certain mission cards, as depicted on those cards themselves. In
that case, these cards must be played in order to complete the
mission and get benefits.

During their round a player must spend all of their dice by
matching them with the corresponding spaces of their village sheet.
For instance, a die result of 2 triggers the building that stands in the
1-2 area of the village sheet.
Moreover, at any time during their turn a player can place one
of their gnome tokens
on one of the two action cards that
have been revealed during this turn. By doing this, that player
immediately obtains the benefits that come from the action
triggered action card. Any spent gnome tokens remain on the
action card until the end of the round, after which they are removed
from the game.

•

Constructing standard buildings
:
Players can build a base standard
Guardiola
building, which is marked by the
,
by paying the cost shown in the top left
of the base side of the card. Once built,
players can place the corresponding
standard building card on one of the
three designated spaces of their village
sheet. Once built, new standard buildings
are always placed with their base side faceup. Buildings that
have been covered by new building cards, including the initial
ones, cannot be triggered any more.
1

As soon as a player has performed all of their available actions,
their turn ends. The remaining resources cannot be saved for the
next round unless the ones stored in one of the two Warehouses
that are initially included in all of the village sheets. Play then passes
to the next player.
•

Important: Players can spend their dice as they wish. For
instance, they can spend one die result in order to obtain the
resources that are required to build a standard building. Then,
they can match another die result with the new building in order
to trigger it during the same turn.
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Upgrading standard buildings
: Players can upgrade
a base standard building by paying the cost that is depicted
on the top right part of the card itself. Once upgraded the
building card is flipped and the advanced side shows up.
Now effects can now be triggered, even during the same
turn. For example, during the same turn a player can trigger

a base standard building, get resources, use these resources
to upgrade the base building and trigger the new advanced
standard building by matching some other dice with it.

new benefits that can be used even in the same turn unless
that building slot has been already used. In which case the
new benefits will be available starting from the next turn.
+

+

BotteGa

BanCa

palazzo

Castello

4

4

6

6

Example: By paying 5 coins a player can upgrade the Small
Shop. By doing this, they flip the card and the Bank is revealed.
The Bank takes the same position on the village sheet that was
previously occupied by the Small Shop.

N.B. As described on the village sheets, at the end of the game the
advanced special building
also give 2 victory points
each.
•

N.B. As described on the village sheet, at the end of the game the
standard buildings
also give give 1 victory points
each.
•

Constructing special buildings
:
Players can build a base special building,
palazzo
which is marked by the
, by paying
the cost that is depicted on the top
left part of the card itself. Once built,
players can place the corresponding
special building card on one of the three
designated spaces of their village sheet.
Once built, new special buildings are
always placed with their base side faceup.
Buildings that have been covered by new building cards,
including the initial ones, no longer give benefits.
6

N.B. As described on the village sheets, the standard special
buildings
at the end of the game they also confer 1 victory
point
each.
•

Completing missions: Players can complete a mission by
paying the amount of resources and mercenary cards that are
shown on mission cards. By doing this, they can instantly get
the corresponding benefits. Each mission card grants a number
of victory points that has to be recorded by moving forward the
score track token of the same colour of the player who completed
the mission. Beside the victory points
, some missions also
grant other kind of benefits, such as resources and mercenary
cards. All players can complete each mission card once per turn.

ambasCiata

Covo dei dRaghi

4

10

Example of mission cards: In order to complete the Embassy
mission card, players have to pay 1 coin and 1 mercenary card of
any type. Once completed, this mission grants 1 victory point. In
order to complete the Dragons’ Lair mission card, players have to
spend 2 weapons and 2 mana. Once completed, this mission grants
3 victory points and 1 mana that may be spent immediately.

Upgrading special buildings
: Players can upgrade a base
special building by paying the cost shown in the top right of
the card. Once upgraded the building card should be flipped
and the advanced side
revealed. This building now gives
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•

Triggering Action cards: Players can trigger action cards by
placing one gnome token
on one of the two action cards
that are currently available on the Tavern. By doing this, a player
instantly gets the corresponding benefits that are shown on the
card. During their turn a player can spend only one token in
this way. Any gnome tokens placed on action cards are removed
from the game at the end of the round.

Example: In order to cast the spell that is currently available in
the Wizard’s tower, a player has to place their magic token on the
spell card and pay its cost (in this case the cost is 1 mana
).
Then they immediately get the benefits that are depicted on the
spell card (in this case they can roll 1 extra die, taking it from the
neutral dice pool).

End of Turn
When the current player can no longer perform actions or decides
not to do so, they declare their turn complete and the game passes
to the next player in a clockwise direction.

Using gnome tokens during other players’ turn

Furto Con sCasso
2

Players can copy actions during other player turns. During
a player’s turn, as soon as they match one die with one of their
standard buildings, other players can spend one of their gnome
tokens
in order to copy that action. By doing this they can
get the same amount of resources and benefits that have just been
received by the current player. The spent gnome tokens are removed
from the game. Every action can be copied just once.
Any resources and benefits gained are placed beside the village
sheet of the player that has just spent their gnome token. They will
be available starting from their next turn. In this way it’s possible
to get resources as coins
, mana
, weapons
, but it is
not possible to obtain extra die, mercenaries or victory points by
copying the actions of others.

Example: In this case, by placing one gnome token on the action
card, the player instantly gets 2 coins.
•

Casting a spell: Players can cast a spell by placing the magic
token on the Wizard’s tower and paying the cost that is
depicted on the upper part of the spell card that is currently
available, namely 1 mana
, and trigger its effect. Magic
tokens return to players at the end of the game round. This
means that players can only cast the available once per round.

N.B. The copy action is an exception to the rule of the storage
of resources in warehouses. It follows that one player can keep
one or more resources obtained through this rule until their next
game turn, even if the player has already filled all the available
space in the warehouses.

abbondanza

End of the Round

2

As soon as every player has finished their turn, the round ends.
Then, a new round begins.
Flip the two mission cards placed in the mission area with the
base side
facing up and the advanced side will show up
.
Then, place these two new base mission cards on the two designated
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spaces of the mission area. Discard the two old advanced mission
cards (at the second round these two spaces should be empty).
Now draw two new mission cards and place them on the two
designated spaces of the mission area with the base side
facing up.

point
and each advanced special building card
is worth 2
victory points
. The player who obtains the highest number of
victory points wins. In case of a tie, the player with the most points
from the building cards of their village sheet wins. In case of a
further tie, the victory is shared.

Cards
ConFlitto

ambasCiata

Festival

investimento

3

4

1

2

Below is a detailed explanation of the effects
of some cards in the game. As well as the
special instructions - described on the card
itself - when a card shows the icon of some
resources, it means that the card gives the
indicated resources when activated.

locanda

Important: The symbol “/” on the cards
means “or”. For example, the inn card shown
here indicates that, once activated, the player
can get 1 weapon
or 1 mana
.
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Mago
1

Similarly, the “/” symbol may be present
on the cards cost and it indicates that it is
possible to pay the card with two different sets
of resources, see for example the Soldier and
Wizard cards in the mercenary deck.

The gnome tokens
played on the Tavern are discarded from
play; discard the two action cards and draw two new cards from the
deck. Once the deck is exhausted, reshuffle the discard pile in order
to create a new deck.
Discard the spell card in the Wizard’s tower and draw a new
one from the deck. All the magic tokens return to corresponding
players.
The first player token passes to the player who is ahead on the
score track. In case of a tie, the first player token passes to the player
who has the most victory points among the buildings built so far. If
there is another tie, the first player token passes to the player who
reached that space on the score track first (stack the two or more
point markers on the same space to keep track of this).
A new round begins.

Building cards
+

Hotel
3

+

+

Castello

tempio

6

7

End of the Game
Molo

The players add the score indicated on the score track to the total
victory points
gained from the building cards on their village
sheet. Each advanced standard building
is worth 1 victory
point
, each special building base card
is worth 1 victory

8
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Hotel: When activated it provides 1
or 1
or allows the player to take 1 mercenary card of their
choice

Castle and Temple: The player may use
1 additional die during their turn (use 1
neutral die).

Pier: Once per turn, the player may get 1
paying 2
.

by

+
muniCipio
10

Town Hall: Once per turn, the player may change
the result of 1 die by increasing or decreasing the value
by 1.

evocazione
7

Summon: The player may take 1 mercenary card of
their choice from those available.

+/-1
palazzo
6

Palace: Once per turn, the player may pay 1
use 1 additional die (use 1 neutral die).

to
Fattura
8

+

porto
8

Port: Once per turn, the player may spend 2
get 1
or 1
.

to
Maledizione
6

Santuario
7

Sanctuary: Once per turn, the player may reroll 1
die not yet used.
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3

Court: Once per turn, the player may add 1 to the
result of 1 die not yet used.

+1
+
oBeliSco

monumento

9

9

Favore degli dei

Obelisk and Monument: Once per
turn, the player receives the resources
indicated immediately, regardless of the
die rolls.

5

2

chiaMaGnoMo
5

or

Fairy Luck: The player may use 1 additional die (use
1 neutral die).

Favour of the Gods: The player may reroll one or
more dice not yet used (including any neutral dice).

Scuffle: If there are one or more gnome tokens
on this card at the end of a round, a Scuffle takes
place. All players, clockwise starting from the first
player (including those who have not placed their
own tokens on the card) and proceeding clockwise
roll their dice trying to get as many
as possible.
Players can use building cards, add resources from their warehouse
or spend mercenaries to get more
. Note that anyway, it is not
possible to play gnome tokens to copy the actions of others during a
fight. Players who have placed 1 gnome token on this card increase
their total of
by 1.
Once the count is complete, in a 2-player game, each player gets 3
ZuFFa

Spell cards
abbondanza

Curse: The player may take 1
OR steal 1
1
from another player’s warehouse.

Action cards
Fortuna del PiCColo PoPolo

triBunale

Hex: The player may place a magic token on a
mission card on the board instead of on the spell card.
That mission card provides 2 less
(minimum 0)
for the duration of the round. The magic token return
to the player at the end of the round.
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Abundance: The player may roll an additional die
(use 1 neutral die).

Gnome Recall: The player may retrieve 1 gnome
token previously removed from the game. This is the
way that you may recover a gnome token. The card
cannot be used if the player is still in possession of all
his gnome tokens.
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players can use building cards, add resources from their warehouse
and spend mercenaries to get more
. Note that it is not possible
to play gnome tokens to copy the actions of others during a fight.
Players who have placed 1 gnome token on this card increase their
total of
by 1.
Once the count is complete, in a 2-player game, each player gets 3
for each other player with a total of
less than their total. In
a 3-player game, each player gets 2
for each other player with
a total of
less than their total. Finally, in a 4-player game, each
player gets 1
for each other player with a total of
less than
their total.
At the end of the count, the
used for the Magic Challenge are
discarded. It is not possible to store resources obtained during a
Magic Challenge in the warehouses.

for each other player with a total of
less than their total. In
a 3-player game, each player gets 2
for each other player with
a total of
less than their total. Finally, in a 4-player game, each
player gets 1
for each other player with a total of
less than
their total.
At the end of the count, the
used for the Scuffle are discarded.
It is not possible to store resources obtained during a Scuffle in the
warehouses.
sFida di
8

Magia

Magic Challenge: If at the end of a round there
are one or more gnome tokens on this card a Magic
Challenge takes place. All players, starting from the
first player (including those who have not placed their
own tokens on the card) and proceeding clockwise roll
their dice trying to get as many
as possible. The

Card Index
Building cards
3 - Hotel: Hotel
6 - Castello: Castle
7 - Tempio: Temple
8 - Molo: Pier
10 - Municipio: Town Hall
6 - Palazzo: Palace
8 - Porto: Port
7 - Santuario: Sanctuary
10 - Tribunale: Court
9 - Obelisco: Obelisk
9 - Monumento: Monument
1 - Caserma: Barracks
2 - Mercato: Market
4 - Banca: Bank
5 - Accademia: Academy
1 - Guardiola: Guard Post
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2 - Spaccio: Commissary
3 - Locanda: Inn
4 - Bottega: Small Shop
5 - Scuola: School

Spell cards
2 - Abbondanza: Abundance
3 - Alchimia: Alchemy
5 - Chiamagnomo: Gnome Recall
4 - Dominazione: Domination
7 - Evocazione: Summon
8 - Fattura: Hex
1 - Grande Magia: Great Magic
6 - Maledizione: Curse

Action cards
6 - Bottino di Guerra: Spoils of War
9 - Cacciatore di Gloria: Glory Seeker
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1 - Corsa al Mithral: Mithral Rush
5 - Favore degli Dei: Favour of the Gods
3 - Fortuna del Piccolo Popolo: Fairy Luck
2 - Furto con Scasso: Burglary
8 - Sfida di Magia: Magic Challenge
7 - Zuffa: Scuffle

Mission cards
4 - Ambasciata: Embassy
7 - Battaglia: Battle
3 - Conflitto: War
10 - Covo dei Draghi: Dragons’ Lair
1 - Festival: Festival
2 - Investimento: Investment
5 - Rito: Ritual
6 - Sacrificio: Sacrifice
8 - Spedizione: Expedition
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